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SNIP3RW0LF, A FRIENDLY 20-SOMETHING YEAR OLD GIRL WITH LONG

DYED RED HAIR AND PALE COMPLEXION IS IN A CONSOLE (PS3 VOICE

CHAT) WEB CHAT WITH MANTIVORE89 A 21 YEAR OLD MAN ALSO WITH

LONG WAVY HAIR AND AN EDGY PERSONALITY. BOTH ARE DEDICATED

GAMERS WHO ALSO USE THEIR GAMING CONSOLES FOR VIDEO CHATS.

IN THE SCREENS OF THE CHAT WE CAN SEE BOTH PARTICIPANTS AS

WELL AS THE ROOMS THAT THEY ARE IN. SNIP3RW0LF IS IN A WHITE

ROOM WITH SEVERAL SPY AND ESPIONAGE GENRE GAME POSTERS AND

MANTIVORE89 IN IN A DARK BLUE ROOM WITH SEVERAL ROLE PLAYING

GAME POSTERS IT IS NIGHT TIME WHERE SNIP3RW0LF AND

MANTICORE89 ARE AT.IN THE CHAT SNIP3RW0LF AND MANTIVORE89

ARE DISCUSSING THE LATEST GAMES TO BE RELEASED.

INT. CONSOLE VIDEO CHAT- NIGHT TIME

SNIP3RW0LF

So you excited about the new first

person shooter game to come out

tomorrow

MANTIVORE89

You know I am not interested in FPS

games.

SNIP3RW0LF

Right, sorry forgot.

MANTIVORE89

Unfortunately I am in need of a new

game to play, I already beat Dragon

Academy.

SNIP3RW0LF

Oh really, that’s awesome, didn’t

you just get that game last week, I

heard it’s extremely long, that’s

why I didn’t get.

MANTIVORE89

Yes, a good game would require

dedication, unlike those FPS games

you like. What is the one you like

to play again?

SNIP3RW0LF

(chuckles)

War Fare, and it’s great the online

gaming is cool, you need to try it

dude.

MANTIVORE89

Eh, when I retire from gaming

maybe.

(CONTINUED)
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SNIP3RW0LF checks her cell phone in front of the camera

MANTIVORE89

Waiting for something?

SNIP3RW0LF

Yea my friend PistolVenom4u, I

invited him to this chat.

MANTIVORE89

Interesting

SNIP3RW0LF looks confused at MANTIVORE89’S comment.

SNIP3RW0LF

Why is that interesting.

MANTIVORE89

Well you what happens when I first

meet other gamers.

SNIP3RW0LF

Dude I know, but I always tell you

that you take things too seriously

MANTIVORE89

Well I’m sorry but the last

argument I had with someone that

you invited to this chat was very

rude.

SNIP3RW0LF

Yea but my friend was just messing

you and you took it too personal.

MANTIVORE89 rubs his temples in agitation.

MANTIVORE89

There are just certain things you

don’t say to a person, your friend

obviously didn’t understand that.

SNIP3RW0LF

Dude all she said that Dragon Era

was a ripoff of another role

playing game.

MANTIVORE89

(intensely)

She knew that it was ranked as one

of my favorite games, I mentioned

it several times and still she

disrespected my preferences and my

(MORE)
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MANTIVORE89 (cont’d)
opinions on it then cross the line

when she accused it of copying

another lesser known hack of a RPG

SNIP3RW0LF lets out a deep sigh. SHE rests her head on her

hand and MANTIVORE89 is seen breathing in and out.

MANTIVORE89

Anyways, I am excited about the new

survival horror game to come, it’s

intriguing and far superior then a

first person shooter where you

mindlessly going Rambo on

everybody. Where’s the fun in that,

where’s the strategy, where’s the

pleasure.

SNIP3RW0LF

(sarcastically)

Right.

MANTIVORE89 shoots SNIP3RW0LF and offending look.

MANTIVORE89

Well you don’t have to agree with

me, but you don’t have to act like

that either.

SNIP3RW0LF

(raised eyebrow)

Like what

MANTIVORE89

Like what I am saying is invalid,

it’s apparent you are annoyed by me

in some way.

SNIP3RW0LF

Dude I was just being sarcastic, I

mean, I get it you don’t like fps

games, you always rant about them.

MANTIVORE89

(raised voice)

This isn’t just about my opinion on

RPG’s you are still upset at how I

feel about you gamer friends that

you invite in this chat.

SNIP3RW0LF puts her hands up defensively.

(CONTINUED)
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SNIP3RW0LF

Seriously Manticore, you’re doing

it again, I know you didn’t like

JadedSword55, but you haven’t even

spoken to PistolVenom4U yet and

you’re already assuming shit.

MANTIVORE89

Fine it’s fine let’s just kill the

conversation here.

SNIP3RW0LF shakes her head

SNIP3RW0LF

Are you going to act all crazy for

everything little thing that pisses

you off when PistolVenom4U actually

does get in the chat

MANTIVORE89

(screams)

Funny how you are calling me crazy

when I just told you to kill the

conversation.

SNIP3RW0LF boots MANTIVORE89 from her webchat

SNIP3RW0LF

(whispers)

Goodbye Manticore

Another person pops up at the screen of the video chat, it

is PISTOLVENOM4U, a built young man in his 20’s with a

strong southern accent and a camouflage shirt, his room is

mostly dark.

PISTOLVENOM4U

What’s up girl how you doing,

getting your kills up.

SNIP3RW0LF

(excited)

PistolVenom4u, nice to see you

again, it’s been a long while, I’ve

been leveling up here and there,

trying to gain an upgrade for my

weapons in War Fare, but how is the

military life treating you, happy

to be back home.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Ha, happy, how about fucking

relieved, girl after just coming

(MORE)
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PISTOLVENOM4U (cont’d)
back from the middle east you’d

think I wouldn’t want to see

another gun shooting again, but

that’s the first thing I did when I

came home, I hopped on this thing

and starting popping fools online

like it was the fourth of July. You

know after saying Hi to my family

of course.

SNIP3RW0LF starts to laugh

SNIP3RW0LF

It’s good having you back man.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Trust me it feels great to be back,

So uh didn’t you say you say in the

message that someone else was in

this chat.

SNIP3RW0LF

There was, but i kicked him out.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Why, he was trying to show you his

dick or something.

SNIP3RW0LF

(laughs)

Dude yea right, no he was trying to

argue with me about some stupid

shit.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Oh don’t tell me it’s that crazy

guy you’re other friend was talking

about, yesterday I was actually

teaming up with her in War Fare and

she was telling me about some dude

that flipped out on her in one of

your midnight chats for basically

no reason.

SNIP3RW0LF

(sighs)

Yes, that would be him. What did

she say specifically .

PISTOLVENOM4U

He went ape shit on her because she

put ripped apart one of his

(MORE)
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PISTOLVENOM4U (cont’d)
favorite games, Dragon Stone was

it?

SNIP3RW0LF

Dragon Era, and yes he went insane.

PISTOLVENOM4U

(laughs loudly)

What the fuck is that shit, I just

spent a year looking over my

shoulder because I thought a

grenade was going to blow me to

hail mary and this guy cries over a

crappy game, and from what she

said, he was about ready to punch

the computer screen.

SNIP3RW0LF starts to giggle a little while PISTOLVENOM4U

shakes his head in amusement.

PISTOLVENOM4U

(sighs)

Why the hell are you still friends

with this guy.

SNIP3RW0LF shrugs her shoulders.

SNIP3RW0LF

He has a lot of problems and he

gets extremely lonely sometimes. I

feel bad for him. You know how some

gamers are, this is their only

social life, I feel bad for him.

PISTOLVENOM4U

(sarcastically)

Well then maybe he should get out

there and get laid or something.

SNIP3RW0LF

Yea that’s never going to happen.

PISTOLVENOM4U raises is eyebrow at SNIP3RW0LF

PISTOLVENOM4U

Okay, so what kind of problems does

this little freak have?

SNIP3RW0LF stays silent for a second while PISTOLVENOM4U

taps his fingers on his table and waits patiently for a

replay.

(CONTINUED)
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PISTOLVENOM4U

(waves his hand)

Hello?

SNIP3RW0LF

Okay listen if I ever invite you to

a voice chat with this guy, do not,

and I am being so serious, do not

mention what I am about to tell

you.

PISTOLVENOM4U nods his head agreeing.

SNIP3RW0LF

Now you might think I’m lying when

I tell you this but I promise it’s

the truth.

PISTOLVENOM4U

okie dokie

PISTOLVENOM4U starts to get up.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Wait hold on a minute, let me grab

a beer.

PISTOLVENOM4U walks out of the screen, minutes later he

comes back with an open bottle of beer in hand and takes a

large gulp.

PISTOLVENOM4U

I sure as hell miss these.

PISTOLVENOM4U opens up a can of beer and takes a sip

PISTOLVENOM4U

Okay, shoot

SNIP3RW0LF nods her head.

SNIP3RW0LF

This dude is like seriously

sexually repressed , like he hasn’t

had a girlfriend in forever because

of his, um fetish

PISTOLVENOM4U stares blankly at SNIP3RVENOM4U

PISTOLVENOM4U

Okay... He ain’t never heard of a

hooker

PISTOLVENOM4U starts to laugh

(CONTINUED)
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SNIP3RW0LF

Dude, no obviously he has but he’s

into some weird shit, like shit a

hooker can’t or rather won’t do, he

can’t help it either.

PISTOLVENOM4U starts to scratch his head, he gets impatient

and gestures for SNIP3RW0LF to tell him about MANTIVORE89’S

issue.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Spit it out sister.

SNIP3RW0LF hesitates at first and starts to bite her lip.

SNIP3RW0LF

(heavily sighs)

He has something called

Vorarephilia

PISTOLVENOM4U raises his eyebrow, he gestures that he does

not know what vorarephilia is.

PISTOLVENOM4U

okay, what’s that.

SNIP3RW0LF

Google it on your phone, you won’t

believe me if if only told you.

PISTOLVENOM4U takes out and cell and starts to look up

Vorarephilia, after a couple of seconds reading HIS face

turns from curious to disgust, he quickly takes another gulp

of his been. SNIP3RW0LF nods her head to PISTOLVENOM4U

indicating that she knows what he is thinking.

SNIP3RW0LF

So, obviously he hasn’t gotten laid

in like forever, I actually think

he’s still a virgin, obviously

having someone do that to you isn’t

legal.

PISTOLVENOM4U

You ain’t joking, that shit is

crazy, and that gets him horny.

SNIP3RW0LF

It’s the only thing that gets him

horny.

WOMAN’S voice can be heard offscreen.

(CONTINUED)
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UNKNOWN WOMAN

Hey it’s your boss, says he needs

to you come in tonight just for a

couple of hours

SNIP3RW0LF looks to her right.

SNIP3RW0LF

(shouts)

to woman offscreen.

Okay I’ll call him back right now.

SNIP3RW0LF

Sorry dude I got to go, I’ll catch

you later.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Yea sure no problem.

SNIP3RW0LF goes to turn off her screen.

SCREEN BLACKS OUT

THE NEXT DAY, PISTOLVENOM4U AND SNIPERW0LF ARE IN A VOICE

CHAT AGAIN. SNIP3W0LF APPEARS TO BE IN HER ROOM AGAIN, THIS

TIME SHE IS WEARING A LOW CUT SHIRT EXPOSING SOME CLEAVAGE,

PISTOLVENOM4U IS NOT WEARING A SHIRT AL ALL. BOTH ARE IN THE

SAME ROOMS THEY WERE IN BEFORE IN THE PREVIOUS CHAT.

INT. CONSOLE VIDEO CHAT-EVENING

PISTOLVENOM4U

Can you believe that other team

talking all that smack like they

didn’t get owned in that round.

SNIP3RW0LF

I know, the other guy who was

running around with a shotgun that

entire time getting cheap kills had

the nerve to say I was a pussy for

sniping. That’s exactly why I turn

on the mute option for some of

these kids, can’t ever play nice.

(CONTINUED)
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An other person is added to the chat. the name JADEDSWORD

pops up on the screen. it is a younger girl in her late

teens, she’s wearing a boys band t shirt and has think black

framed glasses. Her room is dark colored with posters of

several horror movies.

JADEDSWORD

Hey everyone

PISTOLVENOM4U

Hey jade, Sniperwolf this girl’s my

cousin, I invited her to this chat,

she games a little bit.

JADEDSWORD

(scoffs)

A little bit?, that’s why I beat

you in one on one yesterday right

PISTOLVENOM4U shakes his head

PISTOLVENOM4U

Now I told you my connection was

lagging, as a matter of fact you

lucky i didn’t report you because I

had half a mind telling me that you

were lag switching.

JADEDSWORDED begins to laugh.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Laugh all you want, anyways this is

Jade, she wants to play with us

from time to time, and she is

pretty good.

JADEDSWORD

Damn straight. How are you

Sniperwolf

SNIP3RW0LF

doing good, nice to meet you.

PISTOLVENOM4U

We should play tonight, all of us.

SNIP3RW0LF

Yea in a few, I actually added

someone to our chat a while ago and

he just got online now, let’s see

if he joins.

(CONTINUED)
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PISTOLVENOM4U

Omg don’t tell me it’s that freak

JADEDSWORD

(excitingly)

Ooo Is it the Vorephiliac?

SNIP3RW0LF tilts her head in PISTOLVENOM4U’S direction.

SNIP3RW0LF

(annoyed)

really dude

PISTOLVENOM4U

(chuckles)

Sorry but it was kind of hard to

tell anyone that crazy shit

JADEDSWORD

I read up on what that is, there’s

actually websites people like him

can go to that are like sort of

like porn. I also read that people

like him are extremely depressed. I

would be too if I needed to eat

flesh to get off.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Excuse me but you don’t know

anything about that stuff, so shut

your mouth.

JADEDSWORD

I’m eighteen dude, get over it.

PISTOLVENOM4U

I don’t care I don’t want to hear

none of that.

SNIP3RW0LF puts her hand on her head and rubs it.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Sorry Sniperwolf I promise she

won’t make fun of him or anything.

JADEDSWORD

No I won’t I’m actually interested

in learning more about that, it’s

sorta cool.

SNIP3RW0LF eyes widen as MANTIV0RE89 enters the chat room.

MANTIVORE looks JADEDSWORD and PISTOLVENOM4U then waves.

(CONTINUED)
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MANTIVORE89

Hello, I didn’t know we had a full

house today.

JADEDSWORD waves

PISTOLVENOM4U

What’s up partner

PISTOLVENOM4U waves

SNIP3RW0LF

Hey MANTIVORE89 what’s up

MANTIVORE89

Nothing I am currently watching the

recent episode of My little pony.

PISTOLVENOM4U puts on a confused look. SNIP3RW0LF slowly

nods her head.

PISTOLVENOM4U

My little Pony?, the kids show

MANTIVORE89

Yes, it’s actually a very well done

program, a lot of older people like

myself are intrigued by it.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Oh okay man, whatever floats your

boat man.

MANTIV0RE89 nods

MANTIVORE89

So I am assuming these people are

your gaming partners.

JADEDSWORD

Hello I’m Jade

MANTIVORE89

Yes that is implied already by your

name.

PISTOLVENOM4U raises his eyebrow at SNIP3RW0LF.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Uh so what’s up man, you also game

with Sniperwolf sometimes.

(CONTINUED)
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MANTIVORE89

If you are talking about fps games,

no I don’t game with her on those.

I don’t play those at all.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Cool, cool so how you guys met.

SNIP3RW0LF

We were co-oping on Dragon Era

online.

JADEDSWORD

Really? I used to play that, then I

took an sword to the arm.

MANTIVORE89 laughs dryly at the joke. JADEDSWORD notices

that nobody else is laughing.

JADEDSWORD

Nobody get’s it?

PISTOLVENOM4U

Sorry Cuz

SNIP3RW0LF

(giggles)

Yes I get it, it’s been awhile

since I played that game.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Well I don’t know what the shit

you’re talking about so I must have

not played it, but what’s joke?

MANTIVORE89

(sighs)

In the game Dawn of the Dragons,

when you run into a local soldier

in a town you are visiting, they

will tell you a bit of their life

story and then they will end it

with "then I took a sword to the

shoulder" It’s a running joke. Dawn

of the Dragon, which is not shit by

the way, has a lot of those.

PISTOLVENOM4U

PISTOLVENOM4U

Boy you’re kind of feisty ain’t

you.

(CONTINUED)
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MANTIVORE89

I don’t know what you mean.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Just saying you seem very edgy and

serious, what’s up with that dude,

you don’t know how to let loose.

SNIP3RW0LF interrupts

SNIP3RW0LF

That’s just how he is

PISTOLVENOM4U

I’m just saying, the guy seems very

repressed.

SNIP3RW0LF eyes widen at PISTOLVENOM4U, JADEDSW0RD, also

thinking that PISTOLVENOM4U is making a joke about

MANTIVORE89’s sex life, puts her head down in embarrassment.

MANTIVORE89 nods his head at the screen.

MANTIVORE89

if by repressed you mean sexually,

you would be correct, right

sniperwolf.

SNIP3RW0LF shakes her head to indicate that she does not

know what she’s talking about.

MANTIVORE89

Well pistolvenom and the other

little in this chat, I am a virgin.

JADEDSWORD

Aw that’s a good thing, don’t feel

ashamed.

MANTIVORE89 laughs creepily along with a smirk.

MANTIVORE89

Well by societal standards, as a

male my age I would be considered

to have something wrong with me and

well I actually do.

SNIP3RW0LF, MANTIVORE89, JADEDSWORD, all remain quiet.

MANTIVORE89

I have what you call, vorarephila.

(CONTINUED)
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JADEDSWORD

Dude what’s that.

JADEDSWORD holds herself from laughing to expose that she

actually knows what vorarephilia.

SNIP3RW0LF

Dude you don’t have to tell

everybody.

MANTIVORE89 puts his hand up.

MANTIVORE89

I am quite comfortable admitting

this. I have vorarephilia and I’ll

show you what that means right now.

MANTIVORE89 walks off screen and comes back onscreen holding

on a picture of a girl naked on a fake grill with an apple

in her mouth.

MANTIVORE89

See this picture.

MANTIVORE89 hold the picture up to the screen. SNIP3RW0LF

shakes her.

PISTOLVENOM4U

What the hell is that.

JADEDSWORD tilts her head at the familiar image

JADEDSWORD

it’s a girl posing as a roasted

pig, I saw that on a vorarephilia

website.

MANTIVORE89

(confused)

Are you into vore as well?

JADEDSWORD hesitates to answer as she knows she almost

revealed that she already knew of MANTIVORE89’s fetish.

SNIP3RW0LF is looking suspiciously nervous and PISTOLVENOM4U

is relatively calm.

JADEDSWORD

Uh no, I mean I came across it one

day while I was bored on the

internet, you know looking up crazy

stuff.

(CONTINUED)
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MANTIVORE89

You think I’m crazy.

JADEDSWORD

What, no I didn’t say that.

MANTIVORE89

(defensively)

Because this is what I jerk off

too, and you just said that you

found this image looking up crazy

stuff on the internet. So I’m crazy

then.

SNIP3RW0LF

Oh my god, Manti really, she didn’t

say that.

MANTIVORE89

I’m pretty sure she did actually

and she can speak for herself.

JADEDSWORD

Oh wow okay.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Hey man chill out, Jade didn’t mean

that why are you assuming shit for.

MANTIVORE89

(raises his voice)

She knew I was showing you guys

something relating to vorarephilia,

which I just said I had. I believe

she is somewhat calling me crazy.

PISTOLVENOM4U

You know man you’re acting crazy

right now, I bet if you were

getting laid and not so fucking

sexually repressed or whatever they

call your ass would be a lot

calmer.

MANTIVORE89

(screams)

I tried that already, it didn’t

work out, the girl freaked out when

I bit her.

SNIP3RW0LF

Okay seriously Mantivore89 I can’t

have you screaming at my friends

like that.

(CONTINUED)
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SNIP3RW0LF boots MANTIVORE89 out of the voice chat.

PISTOLVENOM4U starts to laugh, and JADEDSWORD is speechless.

PISTOLVENOM4U

What the hell SniperWolf, he tried

to bite a girl during sex? This

dude is all types of crazy.

SNIP3RW0LF

Yes I actually didn’t even know he

attempted to have sex before, he

never told me that, he’s always

saying how he’s a virgin, he

doesn’t even like talking about

sex.

JADEDSWORD

Wow, I mean, just wow, I knew what

people like him can be like because

of their sexual frustrations, but

that guy needs help.

SNIP3RW0LF

I know, I just don’t know how to

help him, I mean I only talk to him

through here, he lives in a

completely different state and it’s

obvious he doesn’t get out much or

have many friends.

PISTOLVENOM4U looks at his watch.

PISTOLVENOM4U

well it’s getting pretty late, I’m

going to hit the sack, cousin you

going to stay on.

JADEDSWORD

No I’m going to look up more stuff

on vorarephilia, it’s really

strange but really interesting.

SNIP3RW0LF

This experience tonight didn’t

scare you about venturing into the

lives of other vore people.

JADEDSWORD

(laughs)

Actually this experience makes me

want to research it more!

(CONTINUED)
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SNIP3RW0LF

Okay, again I’m sorry about that he

just flips from time to time, you

have to be very careful what you

say to him.

PISTOLVENOM4U

That’s annoying if you don’t

exactly what ticks him off, that

goes beyond walking on eggshells.

SNIP3RW0LF

Yea I know that’s why I don’t

really invite him to a lot of voice

chats, but he always messages me

when he notices I’m on one.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Well uh good luck with you’re crazy

friend, I’m going to bed.

JADEDSWORD

Okay good night guys

SNIP3RW0LF

Good night

SNIP3RW0LF reaches toward the screen.

CUT TO BLACK

THE SCENE OPENS UP WITH IT BEING ANOTHER DAY WITH SNIP3RW0LF

ON ANOTHER VOICE CHAT WITH JADEDSWORD AND PISTOLVENOM4U, ALL

ARE IN PAJAMAS AND PISTOLVENOM4U IS DRINKING A BEER. THEY

ARE LAUGHING AND DISCUSSING THEIR DAY THEN SINP3RW0LF

RECEIVES A MESSAGE FROM MANTIVORE89.

SNIP3RW0LF

Okay so I had a customer today that

didn’t like the way I handed her a

product she asks for, so she

started screaming at me.

PISTOLVENOM4U and JADEDSWORD laugh.

JADEDSWORD

Are you serious.

SNIP3RW0LF

Yes it got so bad that another

customer had to grab my manager for

me to calm this psycho down.

(CONTINUED)
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PISTOLVENOM4U

(sarcastically)

Wow sounds like you had a hard day

at work, let me tell you about one

of my hardest days at work.

JADEDSWORD

Oh my God shut up.

PISTOLVENOM4U

(laughs)

Sorry SniperWolf go ahead. So the

lady was screaming at you, damn

that must be rough.

SNIP3RW0LF

It was, my ears were ringing.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Really, wow, there was a time in my

job where I felt my ears were

ringing too, but it was just a

grenade going off next to me.

SNIP3RW0LF

(serious)

Dude really?

JADEDSWORD

Please that never happened, he’s

just trying to be smart.

PISTOLVENOM4U starts hysterically laughing.

JADEDSWORD

See?

PISTOLVENOM4U

I’m just messing with you, he it’s

saturday night and I’m stuck in my

house, I got to mess with someone,

anyways go on with your story.

SNIP3RW0LF is about to continue her story when the

expression on her face changes. SHE has received a message

from MANTIVORE89.

SNIP3RW0LF

Guys it’s MantiVore89, he wants to

join in.

JADEDSWORD shakes her head no, PISTOLVENOM walks offscreen

and comes back onscreen with another beer.
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PISTOLVENOM4U

Well I got to get nice and toasty

for this one.

JADEDSWORD

No don’t invite him, I don’t feel

like being screamed at tonight.

SNIP3RW0LF doesn’t reply to the message right away.

SNIP3RW0LF

So don’t invite him?

PISTOLVENOM4U

Just invite the poor basterd.

JADEDSWORD rolls her eyes at the screen.

JADEDSWORD

(sighs)

Alright fine.

SNIP3RW0LF invites MANIVORE89. HE pops up on the screen

looking very strange. The light in HIS room are off except

for a lamp lit next to HIM. There is a bit of a dark reddish

liquid on HIS bottom lip, teeth and cheek, HIS shirt is off,

he seems very sweaty and his eyes are gazing eerily at the

screen in front of HIM. HE is also a bit out of breath and

is breathing heavily. SNIP3RW0LF looks at HIM and draws HER

head back. PISTOLVENOM4U continues to drink beer and is not

fazed, JADEDSWORD has a raised eyebrow. For a couple of

seconds the video chat is silent. Then SNIP3RW0LF talks.

SNIP3RW0LF

Are you okay, Mantivore?

MANTIVORE89

Yes, I am fine, why do you ask.

SNIP3RW0LF

You look, you look like you were in

the middle of something.

PISTOLVENOM4U interrupts

PISTOLVENOM4U

Oh shit did you just finish jacking

off or something.

PISTOLVENOM4U begins to laugh.
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SNIP3RW0LF

Guys no I don’t think-

JADEDSWORD interrupts.

JADEDSWORD

ew seriously you all sweaty and and

out of breath.

MANTIVORE89 harshly shakes his head.

MANTIVORE89

I was not doing that. But do you

want to know what I was doing?

PISTOLVENOM4U

Dude it better not involve any sick

shit bro.

MANTIVORE89 gets up and runs off screen. JADEDSWORD and

SNIP3RW0LF cringe at the sight of his naked body.

PISTOLVENOM4U gets up quickly.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Hey man, what the hell’s wrong with

you, nobody wants to see your junk!

The lights in MANTIVORE89’S room go on. A young woman’s body

can be seen on his bed, facing up, with her arm hanging on

the side of the bed and her legs exposed from underneath a

blanket. MANTIVORE89 runs back to his seat onscreen and does

not say anything. PISTOLVENOM4U sits back down.

JADEDSWORD

Do you really think you should be

showing this. I mean does that girl

know she’s on camera.

MANTIVORE89 stays silent and just breaths loudly.

SNIP3RW0LF

What exactly what you guys doing.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Ain’t it obvious, they were getting

it on.

SNIP3RW0LF leans into her camera focusing on MANTIVORE89.

SNIP3RW0LF

Damien... You have some red stuff

on you.
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MANTIVORE89 wipes away the red liquid with his hand, he

stares at his hand and licks his finger.

MANTIVORE89

It’s nothing, must have been from

before. I’m such a sloppy eater.

SNIP3RW0LF is now suspicious, JADEDSWORD is slowly

breathing.

SNIP3RW0LF

Damien, what the fuck were you

doing.

MANTIVORE89 points at PISTOLVENOM4U.

MANTIVORE89

The man said it already I was

having sex, isn’t that clear.

MANTIVORE89 lets out an uncomfortable sounding laugh

JADEDSWORD

(concerned)

I think SniperWolf wants to know

what kind of sex.

PISTOLVENOM4U

(drunkenly)

Why are you too bothering my man,

he finally got a piece of ass and

you too are acting like prudes. Hey

man I still think you’re nasty as

hell for being naked on this shit

but congrats you got some booty.

MANTIVORE89 slowly nods his head.

MANTIVORE89

Thank You PistolVenom, and I have

to say nasty just doesn’t seem to

be the right word right now.

MANTIVORE89 stares at the screen.

MANTIVORE89

Do you guys want know what to know

something. She was great, and

compliant in every way.

PISTOLVENOM4U

Let’s hope she was sober.
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MANTIVORE89

Now that you mention it, she was

very suggestive, more than any

other girl that I’ve tried to sleep

with, and you want to know

something else.

JADEDSWORD

Not really.

SNIP3RW0LF

Yes, This is a little creepy

PISTOLVENOM4U

Hey look can you let the man

finish, obviously he’s excited

about his first time, it’s weird

but just let him bask in the moment

please.

MANTIVORE89 stares at the screen again with a menacing grin.

JADEDSWORD

(sarcastically)

Okay, this is really weird and I

have to go to the bathroom, please

Mantivore89 feel free to continue

in my absence, really I won’t be

offended.

JADEDSWORD jumps up and walks off screen. MANTIVORE89’S eyes

seem to trial her walking off.

MANTIVORE89

Bye Jadedsword, Anyways my

experience was rather pleasant.

MANTIVORE89 gets up quickly again and goes to sit by the

naked girls feet on the bed.

MANTIVORE89

Not only she feel good, but she

tasted better.

MANTIVORE89 slides his hands in between the unconscious

girls partially exposed legs, when he takes his hand out it

is bloody and he is holding a small piece of what looks to

be flesh. MANTIVORE89 eats the piece as SNIP3RW0LF jumps up

in horror and screams. While she screams she kicks her

console, ultimately disconnecting her from the voice chat.

PISTOLVENOM4U jumps back.
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PISTOLVENOM4U

(screams)

Oh Shit, Oh Shit.

PISTOLVENOM4U rips off his headset and crawls backwards

while screaming inaudible words, as MANTIVORE89 dives his

head underneath the blanket covering the naked girls body

between her legs and emerges a bloody face, MANTIVORE89

moans as he chews. PISTOLVENOM4U stays in position, and

stares at the screen, JADEDSWORD walks back onscreen and

midway walking to the screen.

JADEDSWORD

Hey what’s going on.

JADEDSWORD stops and stares at the screen, not realizing

what she is looking at, then she instantly starts to screem

as well, and runs out the room, leaving PISTOLVENOM89 the

only one onscreen besides MANTIVORE89, hyperventilating in

shock.
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